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  IN  THE   COURT  OF THE  ADDITIONAL  SESSIONS JUDGE 

SONITPUR :: TEZPUR.

      Criminal  Revision  No. 1(S-1) 2012.
               

1. Md. Habijuddin & 2 ors      ..  Revision Petitioner

                                 -  Versus  - 

1. Md. Ainuddin and
2. State of Assam               ..    Respondents(Opposite 

Party).
                  
                                                           

Present         :     Smti M.R, Sharma,
                                    Addl. Sessions Judge,
                            Sonitpur, Tezpur.

Appearance  :

For  the  Revision Petitioner  :    Smti M. Devi   ,  Advocate.
                                             
For the Opp. Party  :        Sri A. Rajkhowa, Advocate. 

  

                                                                                                     
    Date  of  argument      :        12-09-2012.

    Date  of  judgment      :        15-09-2012.
                      

                             J   U   D   G   M   E   N   T.

1. This Judgment arising out of a revision petition filed u/s 

397 and 399 of Cr.P.C. against the order dated 21-10-2011 in Misc. 

Case  No.  21(145)  2011  u/s  145/146  of  Cr.P.C   passed  by  Smti 

Madhumita Bhagawati, the learned Executive Magistrate,  Tezpur. 

2. The  petitioners  are,   1.  Md.  Md.  Habijuddin,  2.  Md. 

Jalaluddin  and  3.  Md.  Miya  Hussain  who  have  filed  thie  revision 

against the respondents 1. Md. Ainuddin and 2. State of Assam . The 
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facts  of  the  case  in  brief  are  that  the  respondent  Md.  Ainuddin 

submitted  a  petition  before  the  Executive  Magistrate  at  Tezpur 

against the petitioners who are his brothers and near relatives stating 

that the land in question is owned by him and he is in possession of 

the same since a long time. It was also stated in the petition that 

since  the  last  about  one  year  the  petitioners  were  trying  to  take 

forcible possession of the disputed land by filling up the fishery pond 

of the said land and on 06-10-11 the petitioners  entered  into the 

schedule land and constructed half done temporary house made up of 

bamboo. So, he filed the petition/ejahar u/s 145 Cr.P.C before the 

learned  Executive  Magistrate  for  initiating  a  proceeding  U/s  145 

Cr.P.C and for attachment of the said land. Accordingly, the learned 

Executive Magistrate sent the petition for report from police and after 

receipt of the police report, the learned Executive Magistrate passed 

the order dt. 21-10-2011 which was done without going through the 

police report properly. So, being aggrieved and dis-satisfied  he has 

filed this revision petition on the grounds that the said order passed 

by  the  learned  Executive  Magistrate  on  21-10-2011  is  illegal, 

improper, arbitrary and is liable to be set aside. 

Also,  ground  was  taken  that  the  learned  trial  Court 

without going through the police report properly which clearly shows 

that the disputed land is a part of joint property originally owned by 

and belonging to the respective fathers of both the parties. Also the 

learned trial Court passed the impugned judgment without giving any 

opportunity  to  the  petitioners  of  being  heard  and  hence,  no 

proceeding ought not to have been drawn up as the dispute is purely 

a private dispute relating to share of property between the petitioners 

and the respondent. The said dispute is purely a private dispute and 

the learned trial court could not have been drawn up a proceeding 

U/s. 145 Cr.P.C. Hence, as the learned Executive Magistrate did not 

apply  her  judicious  mind  and  also  there  was  no  apprehension  of 
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breach of public peace and tranquility, the said order is liable to be 

set aside. 

3.  After  filing  of  the  revision  petition,  the  same  was 

admitted  for  hearing  and  the  lower  court’s  record  was  called  for 

which have also been received. I have also perused the order of the 

learned Executive Magistrate dt. 21-10-2011, police report and other 

materials  on record.  The Opposite  party  after  receiving the notice 

appeared  and  I  have  also  heard  the  learned  counsel  for  the 

petitioners, and for the respondents also.   

 

4.  Before coming to a decision as to whether the order of 

the learned Executive Magistrate is liable to be set aside as prayed 

for, it is required to see what the section 145 of Cr.P.C speaks of : 

 A bare reading of sub section (1) of section 145 shows 

that  the  conditions  precedent  for  passing  an  order,  under  section 

145(1),  are  that  the  Magistrate  must  be  satisfied,  the  satisfaction 

being  that  there  is  a  dispute  with  regard  the  land  or  boundaries 

thereof, which is likely to cause breach of peace in public. 

The expression ‘breach of peace’  does not really mean 

mental peace of the parties concerned. Disturbance of public order is 

distinct  from  actions  of  the  individuals,  which  do  not  disturb  the 

society.  When  a party,  illegally  and forcibly  occupies  the  land of 

another, people, in general, or even neighbours of such a party may 

be shocked and mentally disturbed, but life of the community may 

still move  keeping with peace. It is only when the tempo of life of the 

public community is disturbed or jeopardized, it may become a case 

of disturbance of public order and tranquility requiring procedure u/s 

145(i) and 146 Cr.P.C. 

5. On going through the ejahar of Md. Ainuddin filed before 

the trial court it is seen that the disputed land is admitted to be a 
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property which was divided between both the parties and the said 

disputed one katha land was claimed also by both the parties. It is 

also stated that both parties were claiming the said land and were 

also trying to occupy the same. The Ist party claimed the said land to 

be his share for which he was paying the land revenue and the said 

land was also mutated in his name. The said one katha land was a 

pond and the 2nd party was forcibly trying to occupy the same and 

subsequently started filling earth and had also started construction of 

a bamboo house. So, as there was apprehension of dispute which 

may disturb the public tranquility, the ejahar was filed. It is also seen 

from the police report  dt. 18-10-11 that the police had mentioned in 

the report that there was apprehension of breach of peace and the 

report also stated that since both the parties are trying to occupy the 

said disputed land a proceeding u/s. 146(1)/107 Cr.P.C was required 

to be drawn up. Both the parties were also directed to appear before 

the learned Trial Magistrate. The learned trial court vide order dt. 21-

10-11 stated that from the police report it  was seen that there is 

likelihood of  breach of  peace  relating  to  possession of  immovable 

properties regarding the disputed land. The learned trial Magistrate 

stated  that  on  being  satisfied  on  police  report  and  documents 

submitted,  a  proceeding  u/s  145  Cr.P.C  can  be  drawn  up  and 

considering the emergent nature, prohibitory order u/s. 146 Cr.P.C as 

also promulgamated prohibiting both the parties from entering into 

the  disputed  land.  It  was  also  directed  that  the  2nd party  should 

submit written statement on the next date fixed. 

6. As stated earlier, the ingredients of section 145 Cr.P.C 

shows the reasons as to how there may be a breach of peace and the 

same  was  not  reflected  in  the  order  of  learned  trial  Magistrate. 

Admittedly, there is a dispute regarding the said disputed one katha 

land  consisting  of  a  pond  between  two  private  parties.  The 

documents regarding the title of the said disputed land was submitted 

by the Ist paty before the learned Executive Magistrate and date was 
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also fixed for submission of documents and written statement by the 

2nd party. The learned Trial Magistrate has also in the said order not 

mentioned how the said dispute between the revision petitioner and 

the respondents could have resulted to a breach of public peace. The 

learned  trying  Magistrate  had  not  disclosed  the  grounds  of 

satisfaction as to why the dispute was treated to be a dispute which 

was likely to cause breach of peace. How the said dispute which is a 

private dispute, which can not affect any other persons or any other 

members of the general public, and also as to how the general people 

may be affected by the said dispute has not been reflected in the said 

order. The power u/s 145(1) Cr.P.C can not be invoked except on the 

condition precedent as stated above are available. 

In  this  context,  the  learned  counsel  for  the 

revision/petitioner has cited some decisions which are  as follows :

1. 1986 (2) GLR 657 (page),

2. 1986 (2) GLR 177 (page),

 3. 1990 (2) GLR 29-33 (page),

4. 2008 (1) GLT  434 -HC. 435,

5. 1991 (2) GLR  335 x 28 (page),

6. 2007 (4) GLT HC pg 889 and

7. (2012) 5 GLR pg 415 -416.

7. Learned counsel for the respondent submitted that there 

is no order passed by learned Executive Magistrate on 21-11-2011, 

and so the revision is not tenable. The same is a type mistake, and 

on the order of Executive Magistrate is 21-10-2011, the said mistake 

is a technical defect in typing and so the said plea is not tenable.  

8. I have gone through the said decisions and the Hon’ble 

Gauhati  High Court  has  explained very clearly  as  to what  are the 

conditions  necessary  for  passing  an  oder  u/s.  145(1)  and  also 
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attachement u/s. 146 Cr.P.C.  The Hon’ble Gauhati  High Court has 

also in the above decisions clearly stated that only when an Executive 

Magistrate is satisfied that maintenance of public order and tranquility 

is at stake, a proceeding u/s 145 Cr.P.C is to be initiated, either from 

the complaint or from the police report and that there was likelihood 

of  breach  of  peace.  In  the  instant  case  after  going  through  the 

materials on record, I find that the dispute between the parties to this 

case is purely a civil dispute which will not  in any manner disturb the 

public peace and tranquility. There is also no materials to show that 

the apprehension of breach of peace concerning the area overing the 

said point is available. So, on perusal of the materials on record, I 

find that the initiation of a proceeding u/s. 145 Cr.P.C. was wholly 

arbitrary and mis-conceived and the learned trying Magistrate passed 

the order without coming to a conclusion of the apprehension breach 

of peace.  I  also find that  the learned Executive Magistrate  acted 

illegally and without jurisdiction in drawing up a proceeding u/s 145 

Cr.P.C.   on  the  materials  available  before  him  as  there  were  no 

materials for his satisfaction to that effect. The said proceeding is not 

sustainable therefore.  

9. In  view of the discussions made above and for  the reasons 

discussed,  the  initiation  of  proceeding  U/s  145  Cr.P.C  and 

attachment of the disputed land are not justified and tenable.
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O   R     D    E    R.

10.  In the result, the revision petition is allowed. The order 

dated   21-10-2011  passed  by   the  learned  Executive  Magistrate, 

Tezpur  in  Misc.  Case  No.21  (145)2011  u/s  145/146  of  Cr.P.C  is 

hereby set aside. 

11. Send back the LCR along with a copy of this Judgement. 
  

12. Given  under  my  hand  and  seal  of  this  Court  on 

this  15th day of September,  2012. 

                                                             ( M.R. Sharma )
                                                        Addl. Sessions Judge ,
                                                             Sonitpur ,Tezpur.

Dictated  and  
corrected  by  me.

( M.R. Sharma )
               Addl. Sessions Judge ,
                Sonitpur, Tezpur.

Typed by me.

(R. Hazarika)
      Steno.


